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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: In vivo MR imaging and postmortem neuropathologic studies have demonstrated elevated iron concentration and atrophy within the striatum of patients with Huntington disease, implicating neuronal loss and iron accumulation in the
pathogenesis of this neurodegenerative disorder. We used 7T MR imaging to determine whether quantitative phase, a measurement that
reﬂects both iron content and tissue microstructure, is altered in subjects with premanifest Huntington disease.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: Local ﬁeld shift, calculated from 7T MR phase images, was quantiﬁed in 13 subjects with premanifest
Huntington disease and 13 age- and sex-matched controls. All participants underwent 3T and 7T MR imaging, including volumetric T1 and
7T gradient recalled-echo sequences. Local ﬁeld shift maps were created from 7T phase data and registered to caudate ROIs automatically
parcellated from the 3T T1 images. Huntington disease–speciﬁc disease burden and neurocognitive and motor evaluations were also
performed and compared with local ﬁeld shift.
RESULTS: Subjects with premanifest Huntington disease had smaller caudate volume and higher local ﬁeld shift than controls. A signiﬁcant
correlation between these measurements was not detected, and prediction accuracy for disease state improved with inclusion of both
variables. A positive correlation between local ﬁeld shift and genetic disease burden was also found, and there was a trend toward
signiﬁcant correlations between local ﬁeld shift and neurocognitive tests of working memory and executive function.
CONCLUSIONS: Subjects with premanifest Huntington disease exhibit differences in 7T MR imaging phase within the caudate nuclei that
correlate with genetic disease burden and trend with neurocognitive assessments. Ultra-high-ﬁeld MR imaging of quantitative phase may
be a useful approach for monitoring neurodegeneration in premanifest Huntington disease.
ABBREVIATIONS: AUC ⫽ area under the curve; CAG ⫽ cytosine-adenine-guanine; CAPS ⫽ CAG-age-product scaled; eTIV ⫽ estimated total intracranial volume;

HD ⫽ Huntington disease; LFS ⫽ local ﬁeld shift; PLIC ⫽ posterior limb of the internal capsule; pmHD ⫽ premanifest Huntington disease; UHDRS ⫽ Uniﬁed Huntington’s
Disease Rating Scale

H

untington disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant disorder
caused by abnormal expansion of a CAG (cytosine-adenineguanine) nucleotide triplet within the Huntingtin gene, on the
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short arm of chromosome 4.1,2 The disease is characterized clinically by motor, cognitive, and behavioral symptoms and neuropathologically by degeneration across the brain, most prominently in the striatum.1,3 Genetic testing makes it possible to
identify carriers before symptom onset, thereby opening a therapeutic window for interventions designed to delay or prevent the
onset of disease. Currently, quantitative imaging of striatal volume is considered the most reliable method for monitoring progression in premanifest HD (pmHD).3-7 However, striatal volume is relatively insensitive,6,8,9 and additional markers are
necessary to follow subclinical changes in clinical trials and to help
define prognosis for the individual patient.8
Postmortem neuropathology and in vivo 1.5T and 3T MR imaging in HD have demonstrated increased iron in the caudate and
putamen.10-14 As a recent example, Dumas et al15 used 3T magnetic field correlation, a composite measure of iron levels, to compare subjects with early HD, premanifest gene carriers, and
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healthy controls. Higher field correlation was found in patients
with early HD compared with controls, but no difference was
observed between the premanifest gene carrier group and controls. Among techniques sensitive to the presence of iron, MR
phase imaging offers high contrast and permits numeric quantitation.16-19 Compared with 3T and lower field MR imaging, 7T
phase imaging has higher signal-to-noise, heightened contrast
and sensitivity, and improved visualization of anatomy.19-21 Together, these factors result in textural heterogeneity within the
caudate that differs between matched controls and subjects with
premanifest HD.22 In this study, we aimed to determine whether
quantitative 7T phase differs within the caudate nuclei between
subjects with pmHD and healthy controls. Secondarily, we tested
the association between caudate phase and volume and assessed
relationships among phase and disease burden, severity of motor
symptoms, and neurocognitive evaluation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Research Participants
The University of California, San Francisco Committee on Human Research provided institutional review board approval for
this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act–compliant prospective study, and written consent was obtained from all
subjects. Seventeen volunteers with genetically confirmed pmHD
and 16 age- and sex-matched controls were recruited from a registry maintained by the UCSF Memory and Aging Center clinic or
via their participation in other research projects at our institution
between August 2011 and August 2013. Participants in the pmHD
group tested positive for the HD mutation and had at least 40
CAG repeats. Three neurologists with expertise in HD (G.A.K.,
M.D.G., and S.J.S.) used the Unified Huntington’s Disease Rating
Scale (UHDRS) to determine the total motor score, between 0 and
124, and the diagnostic confidence level, between 0 (healthy, no
abnormalities) and 4 (motor abnormalities consistent with HD,
ⱖ99% confidence), for each subject. Similar to prior studies of
premanifest HD,23,24 1 subject who scored above 3 was excluded.
Three other participants and 3 controls were excluded because
they were unable to complete 7T MR imaging. Thirteen patients
with pmHD and 13 controls were included for analysis.

Health EXAMINER, a neuropsychological tool used to evaluate patients with pmHD in our clinical cohorts.30 The EXAMINER yields 4
scores: the overall Executive Composite score, the Working Memory
score, the Cognitive Control score, and the Fluency score.

MR Imaging Data Acquisition
Subjects were scanned on 3T and 7T MR imaging scanners (GE
Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin) in a single session by using a
standardized protocol at both field strengths. Eight- and 32-channel head coils were used for 3T (GE Signa HDx 3T scanner) and
7T (GE MR950 7T scanner; a non-significant-risk investigational
device), respectively. For 7T phase imaging, a gradient recalledecho scan was acquired with TR/TE ⫽ 250 /12.5 ms, flip angle ⫽
15°, FOV ⫽ 22 cm, matrix ⫽ 1024 ⫻ 768, and 4-mm section
thickness with a 2-mm intersection gap for a scanning time of 6
minutes, 28 seconds. Volumetric T1-weighted images were also
acquired at 7T by using an inversion recovery T1-weighted sequence with the following parameters, optimized empirically for
gray-white contrast: TR/TE ⫽ 11/5 ms, flip ⫽ angle 20°, FOV ⫽
22 cm, matrix ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256, and 1-mm section thickness for a
duration of 3 minutes, 33 seconds. For accurate segmentation of
caudate nuclei, volumetric T1-weighted imaging was also performed at 3T (TR/TE ⫽ 7/2 ms, flip angle ⫽ 15°, FOV ⫽ 23 cm,
matrix ⫽ 256 ⫻ 192, 1-mm section thickness, 6 minutes, 18 second
scanning time). A subspecialty certified neuroradiologist (C.P.H.)
reviewed all images to assess whether subjective striatal atrophy was
present in subjects with pmHD compared with controls.

Image Processing and Analysis

CAG-Age-Product Scaled (CAPS), an index developed in the
PREDICT-HD study to approximate the time to HD diagnosis by
using the age at motor onset and the number of CAG repeats, was
calculated for each subject with pmHD as CAPS ⫽ Age ⫻ (CAG ⫺
33.66)/432.3326.23,25,26 CAPS is classified as low (0 ⬍ CAPS
ⱕ0.67), medium (0.67 ⬍ CAPS ⱕ 0.85), or high (CAPS ⬎ 0.85),
reflecting higher cumulative disease burden and closer proximity to diagnosis. According to previously established norms,
CAPS of less than, equal to, or greater than 1 indicates a 5-year
diagnosis probability of less than, equal to, or greater than
50%, respectively.

Magnitude and phase images were constructed from the multichannel 7T gradient recalled-echo data following the method of
Hammond et al.31 Caudate ROIs were automatically delineated
from the 3T T1 data by using the subcortical segmentation algorithm32 from Version 5.0.1 of the fMRI of the Brain Software
Library image-processing package (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.
ac.uk/fsl) (Fig 1A) and were normalized by estimated total intracranial volume (eTIV) in each subject. Using the T1 data from both field
strengths as an intermediate for 6-parameter rigid-body registration,
we aligned the caudate volumes with the 7T images by using the
FMRIB Linear Registration Tool in FSL (Fig 1B).33 eTIV was calculated from the 3T T1 images by using in-house software written to
implement the atlas-based method described by Buckner et al.34
White matter ROIs in the left and right posterior limb of the
internal capsule (PLIC) were manually drawn for each subject on
the 7T phase images by using in-house software (Fig 1C). With the
approach of Hammond et al,20 we used PLIC phase (recorded in
hertz) to normalize phase measurements across the brain. Specifically, phase images were converted into quantitative maps of local field shift (LFS) by first subtracting the mean PLIC phase and
then dividing by ␥ ⫻ B0, measured in parts per billion at each
pixel. Mean LFS was calculated within each caudate nucleus from
the coregistered ROIs.

Cognitive Assessments

Statistical Analysis

Executive function and working memory are especially vulnerable to early brain changes in pmHD.27-29 We assessed cognitive
function in these domains by using the National Institutes of

Statistical analysis was performed using STATA, Version 13
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas). Groups were assessed for differences in sex by using 2 tests for equality of proportions, and
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FIG 1. A, ROIs are extracted automatically from 3T T1-weighted images by using FSL; the segmented caudate nuclei from 1 subject are shown in
light blue. B, Caudate ROIs are automatically coregistered with the 7T data and overlaid onto the phase images. C, PLIC ROIs drawn manually (thin
region drawn on each side of the brain in white) on 7T phase images. Mean PLIC phase was used for normalization in the construction of LFS maps
in each patient.

1-way ANOVA was used to evaluate differences in age at the time
of the MR imaging, years of education, and eTIV. Caudate volumes and mean LFS were compared across hemispheres by using
t tests for paired samples separately within each group. Because
neither volume nor LFS departed significantly from Gaussian distributions based on tests of skewness and kurtosis, standard parametric analysis was used for all comparisons.
One-way ANCOVA was used to compare LFS and normalized
volume between controls and subjects with pmHD, with age and
sex included as covariates. Next, to investigate the relationship
between LFS and normalized volume, we performed 2 separate
analyses. First, Pearson partial correlation was applied, controlling for age, sex, and diagnosis. Second, logistic regression models
were constructed to compare the accuracy of using LFS alone,
normalized volume alone, and both values together as predictors
to distinguish controls and subjects with pmHD. Finally, multivariate linear regressions were applied to evaluate relationships
between LFS and CAPS (disease burden), total motor UHDRS
score, and EXAMINER score, by using sex as a covariate in the
first case, age as a covariate in the second case, and both age and
sex as covariates in the third case. For all tests, P values ⱕ .05 were
considered significant, adjusted for multiple comparisons with
the Bonferroni correction in the regressions of LFS with
EXAMINER scores.

RESULTS
Subjects
The Table summarizes baseline characteristics of subjects with
pmHD and controls. There was no difference in age, sex, or eTIV
between groups. A trend toward a greater number of years of
education was seen in controls (P ⫽ .077). Two subjects with
pmHD fell into the low disease burden group; 4, into the medium
group, and 7, into the high group based on computed CAPS indices. The medium and low groups were combined for further statistical analyses. Total motor UHDRS scores for participants

Baseline characteristics for participants
pmHD
Control
No.
13
13
Sex (female/male)
7/6
7/6
Age (yr)
46.1 ⫾ 12.4
45.7 ⫾ 15.3
Years of education
15.7 ⫾ 2.5
17.2 ⫾ 1.4
CAG repeats
42.2 ⫾ 2.0
–
0.867 ⫾ 0.153
–
CAPS
UHDRS
8.7 ⫾ 6.5
–
1465.1 ⫾ 137.5
1431.0 ⫾ 71.4
eTIV (cm3)

P Value
–
1.00
0.88
0.077
–
–
–
0.44

Note:— – indicates not applicable.

FIG 2. Magniﬁed phase image centered on the basal ganglia in a representative subject with pmHD. The numeric values of phase reﬂect
the composite effects of iron concentration, deoxyhemoglobin
within veins, myelin, and tissue microstructure.

ranged from 0 to 21. Visual inspection of 7T LFS maps confirmed
that the caudate and PLIC boundaries were accurately delineated
in each subject (Fig 2).

Normalized Caudate Volume
There was no difference between left and right normalized caudate volume in the pmHD or control groups; therefore, the mean
AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 35:1707–13
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Relationship between Caudate LFS
and Disease Burden

FIG 3. Boxplots comparing caudate volume (left), normalized by the total intracranial volume
(cubic millimeter/cubic millimeter); and LFS (right), normalized by mean PLIC phase (in parts per
billion), in subjects with pmHD and controls. Caudate LFS and normalized volume are depicted
for the interhemispheric average value (dark gray), the right caudate nucleus (intermediate gray),
and the left caudate nucleus (light gray).

Figure 4 shows scatterplots illustrating the
relationship between LFS and normalized
caudate volume and CAPS. In evaluating
the relationship between LFS and these
imaging and genetic markers of disease
burden, partial correlations, controlled
for age and sex, did not reveal an association between LFS and volume (P ⫽ .42).
In contrast, there was a strong correlation
between LFS and CAPS (R2 ⫽ 0.61, P ⫽
.003).
Logistic regression analyses showed
that both LFS (P ⫽ .008) and normalized
volume (P ⫽ .01) separately predicted
disease state, as did bivariate modeling
with both measurements (P ⫽ .0004).
There was no difference in the accuracy of
the univariate models (area under the
curve [AUC] ⫽ 0.89 [95% CI, 0.77–1.0]
for LFS, and AUC ⫽ 0.92 [95% CI, 0.81–
1.0] for normalized volume). Accuracy
was higher for the bivariate logistic regression by using LFS and volume together (AUC ⫽ 0.95 [95% CI, 0.88 –1.0]),
implying that both variables contribute to
the prediction of disease state. However,
differences in AUC among the 3 models
did not meet the criteria for significance,
due to the small group sizes.

Relationship between Caudate
Measures and Total Motor
UHDRS Score

FIG 4. Scatterplots comparing caudate LFS with normalized caudate volume (left) and with CAPS
(right) for subjects with pmHD and controls. In the left plot, triangles and circles refer to subjects with
pmHD and controls, respectively. There was no correlation between caudate LFS and caudate
volume. In the right plot, subjects in the low (x), medium (䡺), and high (䉫) CAPS groups. There is a
strong positive correlation between CAPS and caudate LFS (R2 ⫽ 0.61, P ⫽ .003).

normalized volume for both nuclei was used for comparisons.
Although visual inspection did not reveal disproportionate striatal atrophy, caudate volume was smaller (P ⫽ .0001) in the pmHD
group (Fig 3A). The difference in volume between the high and
the medium-low CAPS groups was also significant (P ⫽ .04). Age
and sex did not influence this difference.

Caudate Local Field Shift
No difference between left and right caudate LFS was observed
within either subjects with pmHD or controls; therefore, the
mean LFS for both nuclei was used for comparisons. Subjects with
pmHD had higher caudate LFS (P ⫽ .0013) than controls (Fig
3B). Although sex did not impact this difference, age was a significant covariate (P ⫽ .024). A difference in LFS between the high
and the medium-low CAPS groups was also found (P ⫽ .03).
1710
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Controlled for age, partial correlations
did not reveal an association between total motor UHDRS score and either normalized volume (P ⫽ .97) or LFS (P ⫽
.63) (On-line Figure).

Relationship between Caudate LFS
and Cognitive Assessments

The results of multivariate regressions comparing LFS with EXAMINER scores for the pmHD and control groups are depicted in
Fig 5. After Bonferroni correction, there was no correlation between LFS and EXAMINER scores when controlling for age and
sex. There was, however, a trend toward correlation between LFS
and Executive Composite score (R2 ⫽ 0.32, P ⫽ .031) and between LFS and Working Memory Factor (R2 ⫽ 0.35, P ⫽ .018).

DISCUSSION
The main result of this work is that measurements of LFS calculated from 7T gradient-echo phase MR imaging differ between
subjects with pmHD and matched controls within the caudate
nuclei. This result stands in contrast to prior work with ironsensitive techniques in HD, which have shown elevated iron in the

field correlation and phase imaging at
lower field strengths, 7T has higher sensitivity to small alterations in tissue susceptibility and thus may enhance the ability
to detect neuropathologic alterations related to HD before the onset of disease.
Age also impacts phase in many deep
gray nuclei, including the caudate nuclei.37,38 This effect was confirmed in the
present work because age was found to be
a significant covariate independent of disease status in multivariate analyses. Although we did not find that normalized
caudate volume was impacted by age, it
is recognized that the volumes of subcortical structures, including the caudate, decrease with advancing age,39 and
the absence of this effect in the present
study more likely reflects its limited
power to detect small differences in cauFIG 5. Scatterplots illustrating relationships between LFS and EXAMINER indices, including date volume.
Executive Composite (top left), Fluency Factor (top right), Cognitive Control Factor (bottom
The absence of a correlation between
left), and Working Memory Factor (bottom right). After correction for multiple comparisons,
correlations were not signiﬁcant but conﬁrmed trends for Executive Composite (R2 ⫽ 0.32, P ⫽ caudate volume and LFS, together with
.031) and Working Memory Factor (R2 ⫽ 0.35, P ⫽ .018). Circles (E) and triangles (Œ) refer to the improved accuracy of delineating
controls and subjects with pmHD, respectively.
control and pmHD groups by using logistic regression with both variables simultastriatum of subjects with early- and late-stage HD but have not
neously, suggests that these 2 measures reflect different pathologic
found increased iron in premanifest disease.15 We also found that
end points of disease. This result is similar to that reported by
a positive caudate phase shift correlates with the genetic burden of
Dumas et al,15 who did not observe a correlation between magdisease and permits accurate prediction of disease state that imnetic field correlation values and volume in their comparison of
proves when used together with normalized caudate volume. Fisubjects with HD (both premanifest and manifest) and controls
nally, we determined that caudate LFS trends negatively with neufrom the TRACK-HD study. Further work is necessary, however,
ropsychological assessments of executive function and working
to define the degree to which these 2 variables define different and
memory, 2 cognitive domains previously reported to be affected
overlapping dimensions of disease burden.
when the National Institutes of Health EXAMINER is used in
The strength of the correlation between LFS and CAPS implies
subjects with pmHD.35
that progressively higher phase shifts portend a shorter onset to
In agreement with prior quantitative structural MR imaging
clinically manifest disease. It is possible that alterations in phase
studies, we found smaller caudate volume in subjects with preindicate a greater magnitude of iron-dependent oxidative damage
manifest HD.3-5,7 Similar to measurements of striatal volume,
and neurotoxicity40 and thus provide a more direct predictor of
LFS can be quantitated semiautomatically to reduce interobserver
disease onset than volume, which correlates largely to neuronal
variability and render analysis more feasible for large-scale clinical
loss. The small number of subjects in this study precluded analysis
trials and research cohorts. PLIC measurements for normalizing
of multiple brain regions; because of its known involvement in the
phase were obtained manually in this study because fully autoearliest stages of HD, we focused on the caudate. The fact that
mated analysis was not the focus of this work. However, templatephase differences were detected between groups illustrates the
based techniques to define other ROIs, including the PLIC, could
high sensitivity of ultra-high-field MR imaging. In the future,
be similarly automated for fully automated quantitation.
studying phase in other parts of the brain may provide a broader
Measurements of phase by using 7T MR imaging are modupicture of neurodegeneration in these patients.
lated by a number of factors. Based on autopsy data derived from
Our study has several limitations. First, the number of subjects
patients with late-stage HD10 and other MR imaging studies in
was small, and larger studies are necessary to delineate the
HD,11,13,15 we hypothesize that the phase differences seen in this
strengths and limitations of using phase as a disease marker in
work primarily reflect abnormal deposition of iron. It is also posHD. Second, because of the radio frequency-related intensity
sible that other magnetic susceptibility–shifting metabolites, invariation in the 7T images, caudate volumes could not be reliably
cluding calcium, play a contributing role. The tissue magnetic
extracted from the 7T T1 data and a second 3T MR imaging was
architecture on ultra-high-field MR imaging is defined by the
necessary for this purpose. With further technical refinement, we
arrangement of normal proteins, lipids, and nonheme iron and
expect that both volumetric and phase measures can be reliably
other compounds at the cellular and subcellular level; disruptions
extracted from a single 7T examination. Furthermore, air-tissue
in the normal arrangement of these molecular structures could
interfaces and other sources of macroscopic susceptibility signifalso impact phase measurements.36 Compared with magnetic
icantly distort 7T gradient-echo images and thereby make accuAJNR Am J Neuroradiol 35:1707–13
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rate phase measurement difficult. Although not prohibitive for
studying the striatum, which is situated at some distance from
most of these interfaces, the technique would currently be limited
in parenchymal regions closer to the skull base or paranasal sinuses. Finally, the present work did not account for phase anisotropy in 7T MR imaging. We anticipate that quantitative susceptibility mapping will mitigate the orientation dependence of phase
contrast and further enhance the sensitivity of phase measurements to neurodegenerative pathology in patients with HD.

CONCLUSIONS
Quantitative measurements of 7T phase within the caudate nucleus in patients with pmHD differ from those in matched controls, most likely on the basis of differences in underlying tissue
iron concentration. Because phase did not correlate with caudate
volume and improved prediction of disease state when used together with caudate volume, we hypothesize that these measurements represent different pathologic endpoints of neurodegeneration in HD.
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